I. INTRODUCTION

According to recently published statistics, breast cancer is still the leading cause of cancer death among women aged 40 to 59 and the second cause of cancer death overall behind lung cancer. Breast cancer is expected to account for new cancer cases and or 31% of all new cancer cases in 2001. However, breast cancer mortality has been decreasing an average of 2.2% per year between 1990 and 1997, and screening mammography has contributed to this outcome by enabling the detection of breast cancer at its early stage. At present, screening mammography is the only reliable and practical method used for the early diagnosis of breast cancer. Despite its success, mammography has limitations: approximately 10%–30% of breast cancers retrospectively visible on the mammograms were missed or misinterpreted due to human or technical factors. A suggested way for improving diagnostic accuracy is the double reading of mammograms. Previous studies have shown that two radiologists working together perform significantly more accurately than one alone. While double reading is not economically feasible in a clinical environment, an accurate computer aid could provide some of the benefit of a second reader at an acceptable cost and thus improve the accuracy of the diagnosis.

One of the most important and sometimes the only sign of breast cancer on mammograms is the presence of microcalcification clusters. In a clinical study by Sickles, more than half of nonpalpable cancers had mammographically visible calcifications, and in 36% of nonpalpable cancers, calcifications were the only sign of abnormality. In another study of cancers missed in screening mammography, the presence of microcalcifications was the predominant feature in 18% of missed cancers. The task of detecting microcalcifications on mammograms can be difficult due mainly to their small size, low contrast, and the similarity of their radiographic appearance to dense tissue.

The clinical significance of microcalcification clusters and the risk of misdiagnosis have prompted significant research efforts during the last decade. These methods typically include a preprocessing step for noise suppression and contrast...
enhancement, a feature extraction step for locating suspicious signals, and a feature analysis step to reduce the number of false positive signals. Preprocessing is usually done using conventional image processing and filtering methods. For the feature extraction step several techniques have been developed, including a difference-image technique, 9–11 local area thresholding, 8 wavelet transform-based methods, 12 statistical texture analysis, 13 and Laplacian scale-space signatures. 14 Methods to reduce the number of false positive clusters include rule-based techniques, 8 artificial neural networks, 2,15 and a combination of neural networks and rule-based systems. 16

We have recently developed a multistage algorithm for the segmentation of suspicious microcalcification clusters in digitized mammograms. 17 The algorithm consisted of three main steps: (a) image preprocessing, (b) segmentation of individual microcalcifications, and (c) clustering and the removal of false positive clusters. In the first step, the breast region was segmented and unsharp masking was applied to enhance potential microcalcification signals within it. The second step operated sequentially on subimages. For each subimage, the gray level histogram was analyzed using a set of histogram features and a fuzzy rule-based classifier, in order to identify subimages containing microcalcifications and set appropriate local thresholds to segment any microcalcifications within them. The decision rules of the classifier involved the fuzzy membership values of the histogram features within specific intervals. Certain combinations of fuzzy membership values were selected to provide decision rules. In the last step of the algorithm, individual microcalcifications were clustered and a set of features was extracted for each cluster. Another fuzzy rule-based classifier used the cluster features to remove false positive or typically benign clusters. The output of the algorithm was in the form of a binary image containing the suspicious microcalcification clusters. The performance of the algorithm was evaluated using a database of 98 images, with 48 images containing one or more microcalcification clusters.

Even though the results of the above-mentioned technique were quite encouraging, further development was needed in order to meet the overall objective of this project, which was to develop an automated computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) scheme for the detection of suspicious microcalcification clusters in mammograms. Each stage of the previous computer scheme used a number of parameters, which were optimized empirically based on the performance of the algorithm on the training set. Manual training was time consuming and would make it impractical to retrain the algorithm when one of its stages was modified or when the algorithm was applied on another database with different image characteristics. Moreover, the combinations of features in each rule were chosen empirically, in a way that does not necessarily result in the best combinations for maximum performance over the training set, nor necessarily permit generalization to an independent testing set. Finally, the rule-based algorithm results in a particular combination of multiple decision variables, making it difficult for its performance to be evaluated using ROC/FROC analysis, which is most easily implemented when a single threshold can be varied.

In order to overcome the above limitations, a new algorithm was developed in a manner explained in detail in this manuscript. The new algorithm was improved over the first one in the following ways. First, the rule-based classifier used in the previous study for segmentation of individual microcalcifications, was replaced with a neural network with fuzzy-scaled inputs. The fuzzy-scaled inputs were created by processing the histogram features with a set of membership functions, the parameters of which were extracted from the distribution of the feature values in a training set. The neural network was trained to combine these fuzzy inputs (or feature memberships) in order to classify feature vectors as either positive (vectors taken from subimages containing one or more microcalcifications) or negative (vectors taken from subimages containing no microcalcifications). Second, the rule-based classifier used in the previous study for the classification of microcalcification clusters as true positive or false positive, was replaced by another neural network that trained to classify clusters using a set of cluster features.

With these substitutions, the significant parameters of both the individual microcalcification segmentation stage as well as the cluster classification stage were embedded into neural network weights, which could be optimized through the gradient decent technique. The continuous-valued output of the second neural network allowed the performance of the modified CAD scheme to be evaluated using FROC analysis on a set of digitized mammograms.

II. MATERIALS

A database of 98 images, provided by the Digital Medical Imaging Program, University of South Florida and Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute was used for the development and evaluation of the algorithm. It contained 48 images with a total of 55 biopsy-proven malignant microcalcification clusters, 42 control images with no sign of abnormality after at least two consecutive annual screening tests, and 8 images with benign clusters. The benign cases were not biopsied, indicating that they were not considered suspicious. The images were digitized at 105 μm and 12 bits per pixel with an NDT Scan II scanner (DBA, Melbourne, FL). The true locations of the malignant clusters, defined as three or more microcalcifications within 1 cm², were marked on copies of the images by an experienced mammographer. This database has been described previously by Kallergi et al. 18 and was used in our previous study. 17

In the multistage implementation described in the next section, a classifier in the middle stage had to be trained to distinguish between positive and negative subimages representing individual microcalcifications. The supervised training and evaluation algorithms used to optimize this stage, needed ground truth information describing the location of the individual microcalcifications. While establishing ground truth for suspicious clusters is typically performed by an experienced mammographer, the task of identifying individual microcalcifications is usually not provided since they do not
carry clinical significance on their own, but only as part of a cluster. In addition, this task represents an unreasonable burden of effort on a human investigator given the large number of individual calcifications that typically are present. As a practical solution, we used the corresponding intermediate output of our previous rule-based CAD scheme. Specifically, those subimages that were both classified as positive by the CAD scheme and belonged to a biopsy-proven malignant cluster, were labeled as positive subimages. This approach identifies many true positive individual microcalcifications, while also creating a few false positives and false negatives. It was assumed that the majority of the positives located within a biopsy-proven malignant cluster would be true positive, and moreover that all positives would be suspicious enough that they would be appropriate for training the classifier. Examples of negative subimages were generated by drawing squares in areas of normal images and extracting the histogram vectors from subimages within those squares. Care was taken to select these normal subimages from regions in the mammograms that included both dense and fat parenchyma. The histogram features were extracted from the positive and negative subimages and were used as inputs to the classifier. Subimages from the small number of images containing benign clusters were included as negative examples for testing purposes even though they were not used as training examples.

In order to enable a comparison with our previous study, we used the same training and testing sets as before. The training set consisted of 24 images (10 malignant, 10 normal, and 4 benign) with a total of 10 malignant microcalcification clusters and 1664 positive subimages. A total of 2030 negative subimages were drawn from normal images. The testing set consisted of 74 images (38 malignant, 32 normal, and 4 benign) containing 44 malignant clusters.

III. METHODS

A. Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage of the algorithm remained unchanged as the one used in Ref. 17 and is briefly described here. All images were preprocessed using the following two steps: First, the breast region was segmented using a method by Bick et al.19 The objective for this step was to reduce the overall processing time by further analyzing only the breast region and to eliminate possible sources of false positives such as view markers. Then, the high spatial frequency content of the segmented breast region was enhanced using unsharp masking, implemented by smoothing the image with a median filter of size $11 \times 11$ pixels and then subtracting the smooth image from the original.

B. Segmentation of individual microcalcifications

The same features used in the rule-based classifier for the segmentation of individual microcalcifications were also used in the new algorithm. However, the new algorithm employed an automated method for feature scaling and replaced the rule-based classifier with an artificial neural network with fuzzy inputs as will be described in this section.

Individual microcalcifications were segmented using local thresholds assigned to subimages that were classified as positive. Subimages were classified as either positive or negative using the algorithm shown in Fig. 1. As a first step in developing this classifier, a set of eight histogram features was extracted from each training subimage. Then, the histogram features were processed using a family of fuzzy membership functions, resulting in an expanded set of scaled features. Stepwise discriminant analysis was then used to eliminate redundant features. Finally, a neural network was trained to distinguish between positive and negative subimages using the reduced set of features as inputs. After the classifier was trained, it was applied to overlapping subimages from each full image in the testing set. Individual microcalcifications were segmented from subimages classified as positive.

1. Histogram feature extraction

A set of histogram features was extracted for overlapping subimages, the size of which was chosen as $16 \times 16$ pixels based on clinical information about the size of microcalcifications and the resolution of the images. Specifically, breast cancers rarely produce calcifications larger than 1 mm, and most are under 0.5 mm in diameter.20 The test images were digitized at 105 $\mu$m per pixel, giving a 1-mm object an image size of about 10 pixels. A subimage with a size of 16 $\times$ 16 pixels was found to be both large enough to include calcifications of clinical interest as well as small enough to enable individual microcalcifications to affect the local histogram. All subimages were allowed to overlap in order to minimize the risk of missing any microcalcifications. The degree of overlap was chosen experimentally as 75%.17 It has to be noted that the size of the each subimage and the degree of their overlap, were not included in the parameter optimization scheme since they can be considered constant assuming the calcifications of clinical interest have a certain size as described above. For images of higher resolution or pixel value, the size of subimages would have to be increased. Similarly, if smaller microcalcifications were to be targeted, the degree of overlap would have to be increased.

Subimages with very small variance of pixel intensities were assumed to have no microcalcifications present. For all other subimages, features were extracted from their gray level histograms as follows. First, the histogram was smoothed with a moving average filter. Then, a main lobe was identified as the histogram area in the range $[h_1, h_2]$, where $h_1$ and $h_2$ were the lower and upper nonzero histo-
gram limits, respectively, starting from the peak of the smoothed histogram. Any nonzero values beyond \( h_2 \) defined an outer lobe. If a minimum within the histogram range \([h_1, h_2]\) was found, the main lobe was considered to have two modes, defined as first and second mode, separated by this minimum. An estimate for the optimal gray level \( v \) separating the two modes was found using a thresholding technique,21 where the histogram in the range \([h_1, h_2]\) was fitted by a mixture density. The parameters of this fit were likelihood of that subimage being positive. Histograms with a feature extracted from a subimage corresponds to a greater like-
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Another feature scaling using fuzzy membership functions

The rule-based classifier of our previously published method for the detection of individual microcalcifications employed fuzzy-scaled histogram features. The scaling was done by calculating the fuzzy membership of each feature within certain intervals, which were selected based on empirical observations. Even though the performance of the rule-based classifier supported the use of the fuzzy-scaled features, the scaling procedure was time consuming and not necessarily optimal. In this section, a method for automatic scaling of the histogram features, will be described. Moreover, an experiment will be presented, testing the hypothesis that scaling the histogram features within certain intervals increases the discriminating ability of the histogram features.

Feature scaling was done using fuzzy membership functions in a manner analogous to window and leveling, using three window and three level settings for a total of nine combinations of membership functions. The membership functions used for scaling the histogram features were different versions of the \( S \) function given below:

\[
\mu_A(y) = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{y - \alpha}{\beta - \alpha}\right)^{2\beta}}
\]

where \( \mu_A(y) \) is the membership value of feature value \( y \) within interval \( A \), \( \alpha = \min(y_{\max} - y_{C}, y_{C} - y_{\min}) \), \( y_{\max} \) and \( y_{\min} \) are the largest and smallest feature values, respectively, defining interval \( A \), and \( y_C \) is the crossover point for which the membership value is 0.5.

By setting \( y_{\min} \) to zero, the function above depends on two parameters, \( y_{\max} \) and \( y_C \). For this study, we used values for \( y_{\max} \) taken from the distribution of the feature to be scaled. Specifically, \( y_{\max} \) was allowed to take three values, (a) \( mean + 0.5*std \), (b) \( mean + 1.0*std \), and (c) \( mean + 1.5*std \), where mean and std were taken from the distribution of the feature values in the training set. Parameter \( y_C \) was allowed to take three distinct values, (a) \( 0.25*\max \), (b) \( 0.50*\max \), and (c) \( 0.75*\max \). Using all the combinations of \( y_{\max} \) and \( y_C \), a total of nine membership functions were created to scale each of the histogram features. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the nine membership functions for an example feature array and Table II summarizes the parameters used to create the nine membership functions. The result of the scaling procedure was an expanded set of 80 features, including the 72 fuzzy-scaled features (8 features each scaled by the 9 different membership functions) and the 8 raw histogram features.

In order to validate the hypothesis that the expanded set of fuzzy-scaled features had a better discrimination ability compared to the set of the eight raw histogram features, we classified the training set of vectors using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and cross-validated the results for perfor-
mance evaluation. The LDA procedure was implemented using SAS software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The performance of the LDA classifier was measured and compared using two indices of performance: (a) the ROC curve area index $A_z$ and (b) the ROC partial area index, $pA_z$. The value of the $A_z$ index can be interpreted as the average value of sensitivity over all possible values of specificity or, alternatively, as the average value of specificity over all possible values of sensitivity. Even though the $A_z$ index is often used to summarize the diagnostic performance as described with the ROC curve, it may not be a meaningful measure for some situations where high sensitivity is required. The index $pA_z$ was used in addition to the $A_z$ index because in this intermediate step of detecting individual microcalcifications, very high sensitivity was required. The $pA_z$ index summarizes the high sensitivity region of the ROC curve, by providing the average specificity in the sensitivity region between 0.9 and 1, where 1 denotes perfect sensitivity.

CLABROC software (provided by Charles Metz, University of Chicago, IL) was used for the ROC analysis.

The results of the LDA for the two feature sets are given in Table III. It can be seen from the table that using the expanded set of features improved the performance of both indices in a statistically significant way. This result supports our hypothesis that the discriminating ability of the histogram features as used here for segmenting individual microcalcifications, is increased when they are scaled using certain membership functions.

### 3. Feature selection

The automatic scaling of the histogram features produced an expanded set of 80 fuzzy-scaled features. Even though the expanded set was shown to significantly outperform the set of raw histogram features, it was possible that some of the features were redundant. In order to minimize redundancies on the feature set, we used stepwise discrimination analysis (SDA). The SDA procedure began with no selected features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature description</th>
<th>Mathematical description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area outside the first mode, toward the high end of the histogram, $a_1$</td>
<td>$a_1 = \sum_{x=0}^{h_{\text{max}}-1} f(x)$, where $h_{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum gray level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of second mode of the main lobe, $a_2$</td>
<td>$a_2 = \sum_{x=0}^{h_2} f(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of the outer lobe, $a_3$</td>
<td>$a_3 = \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} f(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak to valley ratio, $ptvr$</td>
<td>$ptvr = \frac{\max f(x) \text{ in } [h_1, h_2]}{f(v)}, f(v) &gt; 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean contrast of the second mode of main lobe relative to the first, $con_{1,2}$</td>
<td>$con_{1,2} = \frac{m_2 - m_1}{m_2 + m_1}$, where,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$m_1 = \frac{1}{a_1} \sum_{x=h_1}^{h_2} x \cdot f(x)$ and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$m_2 = \frac{1}{a_2} \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} x \cdot f(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{3,1} = \frac{\sigma_3}{\sigma_1}$, where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_3 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{a_3} \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} f(x) \cdot (x - m_3)^2}$ and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of the standard deviations of the two modes of the main lobe, $\sigma_{2,1}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_2 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{a_2} \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} f(x) \cdot (x - m_2)^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean contrast of the outer lobe relative to the first mode of the main lobe, $con_{1,3}$</td>
<td>$con_{1,3} = \frac{m_3 - m_1}{m_3 + m_1}$, where,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$m_3 = \frac{1}{a_3} \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} x \cdot f(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{3,1} = \frac{\sigma_3}{\sigma_1}$, where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of the standard deviations of the outer mode and the first mode of the main lobe, $\sigma_{3,1}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_3 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{a_3} \sum_{x=h_2+1}^{h_{\text{max}}} f(x) \cdot (x - m_3)^2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The SDA procedure was implemented using SAS software stopped when no feature was either added or removed. The discriminating power was added to the set. The procedure removed at a given step, then the feature that improved most significantly added to the set was removed if it did not significantly improve the discriminating power as measured by the Wilks’ criterion statistical criterion. If no feature was removed at a given step, then the feature that improved most the discriminating power was added to the set. The procedure stopped when no feature was either added or removed. The SDA procedure was implemented using SAS software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

By identifying this reduced subset of features, the resulting models would have less complexity in terms of parameters to be optimized, which in turn should reduce bias due to overtraining on finite training data and improve the ability of the model to generalize to new data.

4. Neural network for subimage classification

A neural network (ANN1) merged the selected fuzzy-scaled features to predict whether a subimage was positive or negative. The neural network in this stage replaced the role of the rule-based classifier in our previous study. Instead of a set of distinct rules resulting in a multiple number of decision variables, the network resulted in a function of weighted inputs and a monotonic output value that could be used as a decision variable. The weights were determined by training the network using supervised backpropagation with the delta rule, where the network was presented with a set of examples with known outputs. As stated before, there were 3694 feature vectors, each described by the fuzzy-scaled input features selected from the SDA procedure. During training, the error between the predicted output and the known output was used to modify all the weights of the network via the backpropagation algorithm. This process was repeated over many iterations (defined as one complete presentation of all training cases) until the cross-validation error was minimized. Target values ranged between 0 for negative subimages and 1 for positive subimages.

The ANN1 was a three-layer feedforward network, consisting of an input layer of the fuzzy-scaled inputs, a hidden layer of up to ten nodes and the output layer with one node. The performance of the classifier was evaluated with a 20-layer of up to ten nodes and the output layer with one node. For the 3694 cross-validation testing outputs, the sensitivity and specificity over a range of decision thresholds were expressed as a ROC curve, from which \( A_Z \) and \( pA_Z \) were calculated as indices of performance.

5. Testing on full images

Once its architecture was determined, the ANN1 classifier was trained on all the training vectors and tested on all subimage vectors from the full images of the testing set. Subimages with \( q_1 > 0.99 \) were not tested since they were already classified as negative. The remaining testing vectors were prescaled with the membership functions, as determined in the previous section. Note that although there were 3694 training subimages, they only covered a relatively small fraction of the breast area in a full image. In comparison, a full image contained an average of 99 700 subimages (std. deviation of 38 486). The result of this step was that for all testing images, a corresponding number of files were created containing the network outputs of their subimages. By applying a threshold on the network outputs, defined as \( \text{ann}_\text{seg} \), subimages were classified as either positive or negative.

### Table II. Parameters used to create the fuzzy membership functions \( a \) to \( i \) shown in Fig. 3. The parameters mean and std were taken directly from the distribution of the feature to be scaled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership function</th>
<th>( y_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( y_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>mean + 0.5 * std</td>
<td>0.25 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>mean + 1.0 * std</td>
<td>0.25 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>mean + 1.5 * std</td>
<td>0.25 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>mean + 0.5 * std</td>
<td>0.50 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>mean + 1.0 * std</td>
<td>0.50 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>mean + 1.5 * std</td>
<td>0.50 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>mean + 0.5 * std</td>
<td>0.75 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>mean + 1.0 * std</td>
<td>0.75 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>mean + 1.5 * std</td>
<td>0.75 * ( y_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. A comparison of classifier performance using linear discriminant analysis for (a) an original set of 8 raw histogram features and (b) an expanded set of 80 features (72 fuzzy-scaled + 8 raw histogram features). The indexes of performance \( A_z \), defined as the ROC area index, and \( pA_z \), defined as the ROC partial area index describing the high sensitivity region (0.9–1.0) of the ROC curve, were used for the comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature set</th>
<th>( A_z )</th>
<th>( pA_z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original set</td>
<td>0.936 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.733 ± 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded set</td>
<td>0.962 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.860 ± 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p ) value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Feature scaling using a family of fuzzy membership functions. Plots (a)–(i) show the distribution of fuzzy membership values of an example array, calculated using the 5 function given in Sec. III B 2 with the corresponding parameters of Table III.](image-url)
From each positive subimage, individual microcalcifications were segmented by assigning the valley \( v \) of its histogram (identified earlier in the feature extraction section) as a local threshold. Due to the 75% overlap of the subimages, each pixel in the image was selected up to 16 times. Pixels that were selected less than a specified number of times, defined as overlap threshold, were set to zero. The variability in the pixel intensities was used as a feature in the false positive cluster reduction stage, as will be explained in the next section.

In a similar fashion, the ANN1 classifier was used to segment individual microcalcifications in the full area of the training images. These segmented microcalcifications were grouped in order to produce training microcalcification clusters, which were used in the next stage of the algorithm.

C. Clustering and false positive cluster reduction

In the final stage of the algorithm, segmented individual microcalcifications were clustered and false positive clusters were eliminated using the following procedure. First, microcalcifications were clustered using nearest neighbor clustering with a distance of 0.5 cm. Then, for each cluster a set of three features was extracted and served as input to a neural network which classified clusters as true malignant or false positive. After false positive clusters were eliminated, microcalcifications in the remaining clusters were clustered again using nearest neighbor clustering with a distance of 1.0 cm to allow merging of close clusters.

1. Cluster feature extraction

Individual segmented microcalcifications were grouped into clusters using nearest neighbor clustering. Specifically, a microcalcification was assigned to the closest cluster provided that the Euclidean distance between it and the nearest member of that cluster was less than 0.5 cm. If a microcalcification was not assigned to a cluster, a new cluster was formed and the procedure continued until all individual microcalcifications were grouped. Clusters with less than three microcalcifications were removed.

For each cluster, three features were extracted: (a) number of microcalcifications in the cluster, \( \text{numc} \), (b) average distance between microcalcifications within the cluster, \( \text{mdc} \), and (c) the average number of times the segmented pixels within the cluster were selected during the segmentation of individual microcalcifications, \( \text{mism} \). In a previous clinical study,\(^{26}\) the first two features were found to be the most important for discriminating between benign and malignant clusters. The \( \text{numc} \) feature was categorized into four groups: (1) 3 microcalcifications, (2) 4–5, (3) 6–9, and (4) \( \geq 10 \), similar to the approach used in Ref. 26.

2. Neural network for cluster classification

A second artificial neural network (ANN2) used the three cluster features to eliminate false positive clusters. The ANN2 classifier was a three-layer feedforward neural network trained using back-propagation, consisting of the input layer of the three cluster features, a hidden layer of up to five hidden nodes and the output layer with one node. Output values ranged between 0 and 1 with true malignant clusters generating larger outputs.

The ANN2 was trained using true positive and false positive cluster vectors extracted from the training images. Training cluster vectors were labeled as positive if they satisfied the following criterion: The ratio of the intersection of area \( X \), defined as the area of the smallest rectangle enclosing the detected cluster, and area \( Y \), defined as the area of the smallest rectangle enclosing the true cluster, over the union of areas \( X \) and \( Y \), had to exceed a predetermined threshold. That threshold was set to 0.3 based on empirical observation that using the above criterion with that threshold value, a detected cluster included the majority of the microcalcifications of the true cluster and at the same time the area of the true cluster was not expanded. Training cluster vectors not satisfying the cluster criterion were labeled as negative. It has to be noted that microcalcification clusters used for training were produced directly from grouping segmented microcalcifications. The ground truth information was used just for determining which of these training clusters were positive and which negative.

In order to determine the network parameters of the ANN2 classifier, its performance was evaluated using the leave-one-out method on the set of training cluster vectors. This process resulted in a number of testing outputs equal to the sum of all positive and negative cluster vectors. By sweeping a threshold over the range of output values, a ROC curve was created from which \( A_\text{z} \) and \( pA_\text{z} \) were calculated as indices of performance.

3. Final algorithm output

The final output of the CAD scheme was created in two steps. First, the ANN2 classifier was applied on cluster vectors from the testing images. Clusters with output values below a decision threshold, \( \text{ann}_{-\text{clu}} \), were removed from the final output. Second, microcalcifications in the remaining clusters were clustered again using nearest neighbor clustering with the distance raised to 1.0 cm to allow merging of close clusters. The final output was in the form of a binary image containing the segmented microcalcification clusters.

D. Performance evaluation

The performance of the overall CAD scheme was evaluated on the independent testing set that was not used in any of the optimization steps. A family of free response receiver operating characteristic (FROC) curves was formed from the classifier outputs of the two stages (segmentation of individual microcalcifications and clustering). FROC analysis\(^{27}\) is a well-known approach for describing the performance of detection schemes and is a plot of sensitivity (% of true clusters detected by the scheme) and a corresponding number of false positive clusters per image (FPI). Each FROC curve was acquired by sweeping the \( \text{ann}_{-\text{clu}} \) threshold of the ANN2 classifier after a fixed threshold was used for the ANN1 classifier to segment individual microcalcifications. For each value of \( \text{ann}_{-\text{clu}} \), a pair of sensitivity and FPI num-
bers were calculated and defined a point in the FROC curve. A family of FROC curves was generated for different values of the \textit{ann}_seg threshold of the ANN1 classifier.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Feature selection

Stepwise discrimination analysis was used on the expanded set of 80 features resulting in a reduced set of features that was subsequently used for the classification of sub-images. From the 24 training images, the histogram feature extraction step resulted in 3694 subimages, consisting of 1694 positive cases and 2030 negative cases. These feature vectors were the input cases for the above fuzzy scaling and SDA procedures. The SDA procedure, implemented with SAS software, reduced the number of features describing each vector from 80 down to 33. A \( p \) value of 0.05 was used as a statistical significance level for feature removal and entry. It should be noted that none of the 33 selected features belonged in the original set of the eight raw histogram features.

B. Performance evaluation

The algorithm was evaluated on the testing set after being trained exclusively on the training set, in order to get an assessment of the performance of the algorithm when applied to an unknown set of cases. The overall performance of the algorithm was described using the FROC curves of Fig. 4. The curve points were acquired by varying the output threshold, \textit{ann}_\textit{clu} of the ANN2 cluster classifier, while keeping the value of the \textit{ann}_\textit{seg} constant. Three FROC curves were produced using \textit{ann}_\textit{seg} values of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the best performance of the algorithm is achieved using an \textit{ann}_\textit{seg} of 0.4. Using that threshold, the algorithm achieves the highest measure of sensitivity of 93.2\% or 41/44 truly detected clusters at an average of about 0.8 false positive clusters per image.

The performance of the new algorithm is very comparable to the one achieved using our previous algorithm, with 93.2\% sensitivity at 0.7 false positive clusters per image. However, by eliminating \textit{ad hoc} rules, the new algorithm is less constrained compared to the rule-based system and is more suited to generalize its performance on a larger population. Another advantage of the new algorithm is its dependence on only two monotonic decision variables, the \textit{ann}_\textit{seg} and \textit{ann}_\textit{clu} thresholds of classifiers ANN1 and ANN2, respectively, making its evaluation much easier. This can become an important issue when we evaluate the performance of our algorithm on a public database and seek to compare its performance with other methods. Finally, the new algorithm can be trained in an automatic way making practical its application on a large database.

Future work includes the training and evaluation of the CAD scheme on a large dataset taken from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/Mammography/Database.html) (DDSM) database, which is now publicly available. Applying our algorithm on the DDSM database will test the ability of the algorithm to generalize its performance on a large number of cases and will enable comparisons to be made with methods from other laboratories. Moreover, the DDSM includes images digitized with different scanners than the one used in this study, enabling observations to be made on the effect of digitizer type on the performance of the algorithm. Digitizer characteristics like pixel resolution may require changes in the size of subimages and the median filter used for preprocessing. The quality of the digitized images could also affect the performance of the algorithm, especially the presence of small, bright artifacts that could introduce false positive individual microcalcifications and change the values of cluster features such as the number and mean distance between microcalcifications. By retraining on examples from a new dataset acquired using another digitizer, the algorithm should be able to adapt to changes in the distribution of histograms due to the digitizer type. Also, some effort will be devoted into increasing the speed of the algorithm. The training of the new algorithm took much less time compared to the previous rule-based algorithm, but the execution of the new algorithm took about the same time, since it was mostly spent in the histogram analysis part of the algorithm. Using a threshold of 0.3 for the first classifier, it took an average of about 15 min to process each image using a single processor Ultra-60 work station (Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA). No effort has been devoted yet for making the algorithm software more efficient and fast. Other than reprogramming the algorithm software, the execution speed could be increased by replacing the histogram fitting part with a more direct way for finding the valley of each histogram.

V. CONCLUSION

The new algorithm described in this paper performs comparably with our previously published algorithm. However, the neural network-based algorithm employed automated parameter optimization making practical the retraining and ap-
plication of the algorithm on other datasets and enabled the assessment of the algorithm performance using FROC analysis. The results of the performance evaluation of the CAD system and the fact that it can be trained without user interaction are encouraging for its use as an automatic computer tool for the early detection of breast cancer.
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